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Q19 - What else do you need to better manage your work remotely? 

Support 

Super grateful to have a college laptop however full size desk top and printer would be great. 

It would be helpful to have a company computer so that I don't have to be using my personal computer and 
resources. 
Sitting in a proper chair has proven to be more important than I ever thought about. I don't have that option at 
home nor do I have funds to purchase a office chair. I have since had some back & neck issues unfortunately. 

Access to Shared Drive 

Printer will be very helpful (even if just B&W) and a comfortable task chair. 

printer ink 

Access to student information, i.e. transcripts, test scores, that have been sent to campus via email. 

Space for dedicated office; ergonomic set up.  Dining room table isn't ideal for long term. 

Better equipment and better connection 

Affordable and reliable internet service. 

for my internet to work steady from home 

Access to full version of Acrobat from home 

Tablet limits some functionality 

access to innovative technology 

I have all I need to manage our work right now.  I truly wish the students had better technology.  We are able to 
work around issues as we work together.  In a perfect world, the students would have access to the same 
technology as we do. 

N/A 

time management , 

Time management, I feel like there is not enough time in the day and I tend to go work over my allotted time. 

Nothing additional that I can think of. 

It would be great to have access to a printer while working remotely.  while doing research for lab classes, it is 
necessary to have access to more than one document at a time.  PBSC has loaned me a laptop and I am truly 
grateful for this. 

All my resources that are available at the college 

I have all the technology available to work remotely 
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A second monitor would be helpful, but it's non-essential. 

A more efficient Remote Desktop. The previous Remote-A and Remote-B worked much better for my work needs 
than the RDS. The screens are very difficult to maneuver especially PantherNet. There is always a lag time in 
updating Share Drive documents. There are too many 2-way Authentication approvals throughout the day. No 
one ever asked if I have what I need to work from home. I'm using my own personal laptop because there were a 
limited number of college laptops, I purchased a printer, ink, keyboard and mouse to preform my job efficiently. 
Issued a laptop which keyboard stopped working.  No laptops available at this time.  Working on a Chromebook 
which has been a challenge. 
Skype connection needs to improve, needing to sign into outlook mail multiple times needs to be less it interferes 
with emailing students. 

Larger screen/monitor 

nothing.  other things may be nice... but they'd just be luxuries and really not needed. 

Nothing else. 

Sometimes my home internet connection goes down, but there is nothing really that can be done about that. The 
only other helpful addition would be a 2nd monitor. 

for the server to be reliable. 

Software that allows forms to be filled out and signed through online submissions. 

One-to-one session with a person knowledgeable in computers, Zoom, and WConline. How can they be better 
utilized in conjunction with one another? 

Better wifi at home 

The only issue I have not been able to resolve, and which has made my work more difficult, is that the Loading 
Dock I was given with my PBSC laptop never worked and even caused me to be offline a good part of two days. 

It would be great to have an extra monitor and a printer. 

A graphing calculator 

Buy a proper desk and chair and extra screen(s). 

The only impediment is my home computer is not as quick and sometimes freezes. I have had to download 
several programs to address this. It may be more time-efficient if I had a school laptop that was up-to-date- but I 
would rather they first go to those who are really in need. 

Sanitizer 

A better working system for tutors- one that ensures that every slot for a tutor at an hour must fill up and then we 
get a back to back. 

nothing, I have everything I need 

need remote servers to be faster 

The dual monitor/PC from my desk would serve me better than the slow machine that I own. I would like to bring 
the notebooks from my office, home. 

One of my team members needs a laptop, other than that we have everything we need currently 

Collaborate is difficult to use with math based subjects. I've had much more success with zoom, but the apps to 
pair with my iPad require a subscription in order to record multiple sessions. This makes it difficult to prove 
productivity unless the college is asking me to pay for this service. 
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Conversion of forms into a singable form . Electronic records upgrade 

Nothing for now. 

My many Outlook Personal Folders are not available, so I cannot organize my emails using this capability. I don't 
want to start making/using new Personal Folders in case they do not "carry over" to when we return to on-
campus work. 

A college laptop so that I'm not logged out of system so often. 

better communications less busy work to be able to better serve students employees that know their job to 
forward contacts to the correct areas 
1. Improve the remote desktop interface. Very challenging to use remote desktop between other software 
applications (transferring files, etc).  2. limit the two factor authentication verification to two times a day. I am 
getting verifications multiple times a day because I am in and out of software applications. This slows down my 
workflow considerably! 3. Unable to print in panthernet to my home printer. Need this paper copy to accurately 
update course information in Panthernet. 

Full functionality of Panther Net and Outlook. A printer would be nice. 

NA 

Having the Desktop setup would be ideal, as working on a laptop with one screen is cumbersome when we have 
to access so many different programs, it's workable but in a ideal situation a the desktop setup would be best. 

more staff to test students, 

I am aware this is not possible, but a second computer screen would help with the work I do.  I would be more 
efficient. 

A work laptop dedicated only for work would probably be a better option than using my own computer. 

textbooks 

I have what I need to perform my job at this time, unless a special task is given requiring additional services. 

My position to continue. 

I can't think of anything right now as I have taken what is necessary to continue my workload and IT has 
downloaded all my files into the cloud. I believe I'm good for now. 
I have the resources that I need and IT has been very responsive.  I have issues that arise with zoom, skype and 
remote desktop- but only occasionally and have work-arounds that I use when needed. 

The problem is where I live and the poor internet services. 

Remote desktop access 

Office supplies 

IT wants use to exclusively use OneDrive to send files, but only people who are faculty/staff at the College can 
open the file download links. I need to be able to send files to student. This has presented a challenge for me and 
I've had to use other cloud services. 
I have had to provide my own ink and paper to be able to print any work related materials, which is quite costly.  I 
have received mixed messages from campus leadership regarding all aspects of operations - both COVID-19 
related and normal day-to-day operations. 

n/a 

Need a web cam 
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printer, fx, scanner, office supplies, cell phone and good WIFI 

VPN 

Understanding that it is a new way of doing things from administration 

Better lighting for my Zoom meetings. 

Better office chair (lol), I already purchased a vertical mouse...highly recommend one 

I could use a PBSC desktop PC for home use. I have a PBSC Laptop (it has a tiny 12" screen, and is fairly slow 
compared to my personal PC), and my own personal desktop PC that I've been using, which is fine. I purposefully 
haven't requested a PBSC Desktop PC as I know that the IT staff has been working hard to make sure that other 
people have a greater need for home computers. 

more down time 

More surveys like this and its results. 

I need to access my printer from the remote desktop 

I need to work out of my office. 

ability to scan in documents. access to printer and ink 

Better coordination with high school counselors to be able to reach more students 

Better servers, streamlined technology that is smooth and efficient 

Have better command of zoom.  I want to feel more comfortable using it. I bought a new laptop because my old 
one did not have a camera and now I have the access to it but must master it. 

Print capability 

Continued support of the College, especially those in charge of making decisions that affect faculty and staffs. 

Access to the Department Share Drive but can not be access outside campus. A printer and a scanner. 

N/A I'm able to complete all normal work tasks remotely 

An office chair. 

connection to the remote server is difficult, working too many hours to keep up with the demand on eLearning 

The college should have been making "college wide" decisions for working remotely and not leaving the decision 
up the individual campuses or departments. 

N/A 

Nothing, the Helpdesk and my Director and Dean have been super supportive of my needs 

Patience and understanding from all as this is a very critical time 1st for our health and safety. Don’t rush back. 

I would need a better computer/monitor in order to work more efficiently. 

I think it would be better is I was using a College Laptop vs. my own.  I find it a bit stressful to download and 
upload documents from certain programs. 

I have all I need to work remotely. 
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I feel that everything has begun to settle in. Remote Desktop isn't giving as many issues as it had. Having a remote 
phone number has worked out great, zoom was a great tool to add to our existing means of meetings. I would 
enjoy working remote 3 days a week and 2 in the office if I didn't work for who I do! 

All good at this moment 

A webcam would have been nice to have. 

I need it to stop freezing up all the time. It takes longer to accomplish tasks. 

Thank you to the Panther Community! 

More technology classes offered thru Skype and other related platforms 

It would be nice to be able to use a work issued laptop instead of my own 

Printer, Scanner and larger monitor or Desktop Computer, because I work on spreadsheets often. It is very 
difficult to do so with a surface-pro (more time consuming). 

bigger computer screens, printer, paper 

Everything works fine 

A printer 

n/a 

Much more to learn am fairly new. 

No other needs but very happy with Zoom! 

a college laptop- My home computer is outdated and does not microphone or camera.  It makes zoom and skype 
difficult. 

a second monitor 

Nothing. I hope everyone can get on vpn eventually. 

I purchased out of personal funds office supplies, a new desk chair and other items to create a home office. 

Limit meetings. Maybe one day it be free to actually do the work. I 

More printer toner for option 6 schedules. 

A wireless mouse and regular keyboard instead of the laptop features, ability to print to home printer 

computer and hotspot.  I have no internet access at home 

We need a platform to text students. They DO NOT CHECK THERE EMAILS OR ANSWER THEIR PHONES. 

Something better than Skype meetings 

a second monitor would be nice 

Nothing at this time. 

I have what I need right now to complete my work. 

A paid lunch during long summer hours!!! 
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more time 

none 

Another better laptop 

Currently awaiting a laptop from IT department. 

some office supplies, larger monitor. 

capability to save documents to DocFinity. 

either a camera or an electronic writing pad so I do not have to try and write with my mouse 

Consistent access to remote desktop -- keep getting kicked off:)  It is better now, but still has issues. 

There are employees with disabilities & accommodations are necessary to work remotely 

Easier access to some of the computer programs that we can not access from working remotely 

Borrow a PC Desktop set up. Am using own Mac Laptop. Would like to borrow PC via drive-by pickup with minimal 
human contact. 
Data. I need help in creating and getting reports to make informed changes as COVID-19 influences my 
department's work. 
Nothing. I am fully prepared to fulfill my job duties and extremely satisfied with the level of service I receive from 
the other departments working remotely. 
Access to Adobe products do not work on remote desktop, but otherwise I'm good. I have the products already. 
I'm used to working on a desktop at work, but I may invest on my own so I can work with a bigger monitor 
depending on how things progress with this virus. 

Nothing - all set 

Currently, using personal equipment would like for PBSC to provide laptop computer 

Trust from management 

larger monitor and ability to print 

Office supplies, more check-ins, meetings with department, better communication, clear guidelines of what is 
expected and suggested guidelines for working remotely and outreach, committees, etc. What should we be 
planning for fall? 
Maybe a Professional Development program on working during the pandemic and managing productivity/mental 
health right now? 

Full Remote Desktop access to programs installed on my office workstation. 

I needed access to technology as we transitioned and ran in to many issues with reliable technology early on. 

Simpler platforms for multiple purposes, such as Microsoft Teams and/or allowing access to Zoom Webinar 
feature (NSO specifically). 

Better break consideration. Tutoring for 8 hours a day is exhausting. 

Adobe Acrobat 

Testing Center - students need to be able to take the PERT test!! 
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There are a few programs which I use at work that I don’t have access too remotely. It has caused me to have to 
get creative, but access to those would be really helpful . 

I have everything I need. 

 

 


